Here are the top products from 20 different manufacturers that were featured in editorial coverage in Supply House Times in 2014 in print and/or online at www.supplyht.com. These are based on the number of reader inquiries/clicks they generated. For more information on any of these products, please visit the companies’ websites.
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**HOLDRITE no-hub fitting restraints**

1. The HOLDRITE #117 Series no-hub fitting restraints are expanding to include a wider variety of configurations in the 10”-15” size range, available in both black iron and galvanized. These products are ideal for restraining hubless cast-iron soil pipe joints against separation during high thrust conditions as required by no-hub pipe manufacturers and CISPI standards.

HOLDRITE.
www.holdrite.com

**Niagara Conservation**

**UHET dual-flush toilet**

3. The Stealth ultra-high-efficiency dual-flush toilet from Niagara is equipped with two flush options: 0.5 gpf (half) and 0.95 gpf (full), with an average of 0.65 gpf. It includes a low-friction ceramic surface and fully glazed 2” trapway. When the half flush button is depressed, the Stealth’s vacuum-assist power chamber is sealed off to form a suction that prevents the water inside from being included in the flush. The suction force then pulls the wastewaster into the trapway and as water empties from the tank, the trapway is completely filled.

Niagara Conservation.
www.niagaraconservation.com